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1. Introduction

Fuel flexibility is one of the most important benefits of CFB combustion, but it sets challenging demands for boiler
design to reach high efficiency, low emissions and excellent controllability with different kinds of fuels and their
blends. Seven different fuels were selected for the combustion tests under air- and oxygen firing conditions with
0.1MW pilot combustor at VTT. The selected fuels cover the whole range of coals from anthracite to lignite. From
the economic point of view, fuel flexibility could offer certain advantages in oxygen-firing with CCS. Carbon
capture and storage always reduce the overall power plant efficiency, irrespective of the technology. However, fuel
flexibility offers a possibility for CFB technology to compensate the costs of CCS by applying low-quality fuels,
which are very well suited to circulating fluidized bed combustion. Among the selected fuels the petroleum coke
(pet-coke) represents an opportunity fuel which could provide possibilities to compensate higher operating costs
under oxygen-firing mode with CCS. Co-firing of coal and biomass provides a direct route to reduce CO2 emissions
in air-firing and in certain conditions it could be applied in oxygen-firing mode to optimize CCS process
performance and overall plant economy. In this respect, two different types of biomasses were selected for co-firing.
Straw pellet represents a typical agrobiomass which is easily available whereas wood/bark represents a typical good
quality forest-based biomass which is also available in many locations of the Europe.

2. Measurements

Fuels and fuel mixtures that were applied in the tests are shown in Table 1. The selected fuels and fuel blends were
tested under both operating modes; air-firing and oxygen-firing. However, the most of the tests were carried out
under oxygen-firing condition and air-firing tests provided a reference point for the comparisons. The most of the
tests were carried out around 850°C which is a typical temperature in circulating fluidized bed combustion. A few
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tests were carried out above 900°C and below 800°C in order to study the effect of combustion temperature on
process performance in oxygen-firing conditions.

Table 1: Fuels and fuel mixtures characterized in the small pilot scale CFB combustion tests.

Fuels
Mixture ratio as
energy basis

Mixture ratio as
mass basis

Anthracite + Pet-coke 55/45 70/30
Anthracite 100 100
Bituminous coal (Polish) 100 100
Lignite (Spanish) + South African coal 55/45 70/30
Anthracite +  wood 90/10 85/15
Bituminous coal (Polish) + straw pellet 80/20 75/25

Flue gas emissions were measured and ash samples were collected in different test to study especially combustion
efficiency and emission performance. The main flue gas emissions (CO2, CO, NO and SO2) were measured during
all tests (see Figure 1). In addition to that some special measurements shown in the Table 2 were carried out in the
selected cases.

Figure 1: Example of flue gas emission responses during the dynamic experiments in the test 15.

Table 2: Special measurements carried out during small pilot scale CFB experiments.

1 Gas-solid profiles along furnace height
2 Fouling probes
3 Flue gas composition by FTIR gas analyser
4 As, Se, Hg, V, Cl concentrations in flue gas by absorption after bag house
5 SO3 concentration in flue gas by absorption

6
Dynamic experiments
a) +/-10% fuel feed,
b) 2 x fuel batch

From the emissions point of view one of the main difference between oxygen-firing and air-firing is related to
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reactions of limestone and sulphur capture under high CO2 concentrations. Depending on the temperature and flue
gas CO2 concentration limestone will remain as calcium carbonate or calcinate at varying degree to calcium oxide,
calcination being enhanced by high temperature and low CO2 pressure. Under air-firing conditions calcium
carbonate calcinates to calcium oxide and reacts then with SO2 forming CaSO4. If calcination is hindered due to high
partial pressure of CO2 the sulphur capture can take place through the reaction which is called direct sulphation
between calcium carbonate and SO2. Generally, oxygen-firing can be carried out on both sides of the equilibrium
curve of calcium carbonate and calcium oxide. Typically, with high temperatures (above 900oC) conditions are
favourable for calcium oxide and with very low temperatures (below 800oC) conditions are favourable for calcium
carbonate. In some cases, conditions along the furnace height and in the loop seal can alternate on both sides of the
calcination-carbonation equilibrium. Especially situation when conditions are on the calcination side in the furnace
and on the carbonation side in the loop seal can be problematic. Recarbonation of the circulation material containing
high concentration of calcium oxide can block up the solid material return line preventing the continuous solids
circulation. In these tests fluidization in the loop seal was done with air or bottled CO2 gas.  Normally,  air  was
applied during the air-firing mode and CO2 during the oxygen-firing operation.

Unburned carbon, calcium oxide (CaO), calcium carbonate (CaCO3) and calcium sulphate (CaSO4) were analysed
from the four different ash streams called bottom ash, fly ash, circulation material and loop seal material. Ash
samples provide opportunity to study the efficiency of in-bed sulphur capture with different mechanisms – direct
sulphation or through normal calcination-sulphation pattern – depending on the CO2 concentration, temperature and
limestone type (see Figure 2). Also recarbonation phenomenon in the loop seal was studied.
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Figure 2: Concentrations of calcium compounds (m-%) in bottom ash samples. a) Air-firing test b) Oxygen-firing test.

3. Conclusions

Small pilot scale CFB experiments (0.1MW) under air- and oxygen-firing conditions have been completed with
totally 33 experiments. The following preliminary observations could be concluded based on the experiments.
Transition between air- and oxygen firing conditions could be carried out smoothly and safely with the renovated
automation system which included an automated transition mode between air- and oxygen-firing. Combustion
process could be operated in the both modes without any major drawbacks. Based on the dynamic tests the reliable
control of oxidant oxygen concentration is very important from the safety operation and process controllability point
of view. If the inlet gas (oxidant) oxygen concentration is controlled effectively the combustion process stability
seems to be comparable to corresponding air-firing conditions. If flue gas emissions are expressed in milligrams per
megajoules the emission levels between air- and oxygen-firing have not remarkable differences. Generally, NO
emissions are somewhat lower in the oxygen-firing compared to air-firing which is most probably related to flue gas
recirculation and heterogeneous reactions in the bed area.
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